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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 

Illinois Commerce Commission  ) 
On Its Own Motion    ) 
      ) 09-0592 
      ) 
Adoption of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 412  ) 
      ) 
      ) 
 

 
POST PROHIBITION RULE REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE STAFF 

OF THE ILLINIOS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 

 

 Pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Illinois Commerce Commission‟s 

(“Commission”) Rules of Practice, 83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.830, Staff of the Illinois 

Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and through its undersigned counsel, respectfully 

submits this Reply Brief on Exceptions (“RBOE”) to Appendix A of the Administrative 

Law Judge‟s (“ALJ”) Post Prohibition Proposed Order (“Post Prohibition Rule”) which is 

the ALJ‟s proposed Part 412, which was issued on August 22, 2012. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Staff‟s Brief on Exceptions (“BOE”), filed on September 6, 2012, addressed only 

those issues that the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”) noted were 

concerning. See, generally, Staff BOE. Here, Staff will address some select issues 

brought up in the interveners‟ Briefs on Exceptions.  Nonetheless, Staff does not waive 

any position it has previously raised in briefs or commentary. Thus, the omission of a 

response to an argument that Staff previously addressed simply means that Staff 
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stands on the position taken previously because further or additional comment is neither 

needed nor warranted. This is especially true for issues brought up by the parties‟ BOEs 

that address rule provisions that were unchanged from the Commission‟s First Notice 

Order entered on July 7, 2011 and the Commission‟s Second Notice Order entered on 

November 22, 2012. Staff is providing the attached, Staff-recommended Post 

Prohibition Rule done in legislative style for the convenience of the ALJ, which contains 

Staff‟s proposed exceptions replacement language submitted in Staff‟s BOE, as well as 

the proposed exceptions replacement language submitted herein, as Attachment A. 

Staff is also providing the Commission‟s notification to JCAR pursuant to 5 ILCS 100/5-

110(c) as Attachment B. 

 

II. STAFF EXCEPTIONS 

a. The Commission should resubmit the revised Part 412 in this Docket, 

and not withdraw the Proposed Rule or start over. 

Staff reiterates that the proposed Part 412 rules will play an important role in 

ensuring ARES will comply with consumer protections when marketing to, and serving, 

retail customers.  This rulemaking process is the culmination of several years of diligent 

work by Staff, industry groups, consumer advocates, individual ARES companies, and 

the utilities. While JCAR found two specific exceptions to the rulemaking as it was 

proposed: rules governing (1) early termination fees; and (2) use of utility names and 

logos, Staff believes the remainder of the Rule is an important tool for a vital and 

actively-growing market. (Staff BOE, Att. B, at 6)  
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Nonetheless, AEP Energy Inc. (“AEP”) and the Retail Electric Supply Association 

(“RESA”) both argue this rulemaking should be withdrawn and a separate docket should 

be opened to address these exact issues. (AEP BOE, at 1; RESA BOE, at 2) AEP 

argues this should be done in response to what it generally refers to as “procedural 

irregularities” in the instant docket. (AEP BOE, at 1) Meanwhile, RESA asserts that 

because of certain “deadlines,” the Commission should withdraw this docket and start a 

new docket to cover the same issues. (RESA BOE, at 2) RESA references time-

constraints in responding to the JCAR “objections (90 days from June 12[, 2012]) and a 

filing prohibition (180 days from June 12[, 2012]).” (RESA BOE, at 2) However, RESA is 

confusing both these deadlines. First, with regard to RESA‟s 90-day deadline reference, 

RESA implies that the Commission must submit its modified proposed rules within 90 

days after receiving the statement of objection. Id. However, Commission has 90 days 

within which to inform JCAR of its decision to (1) modify; (2) withdraw; or (3) refuse to 

modify or withdraw the proposed rule. (5 ILCS 100/5-110(c)) More specifically, the 

statute states the following: 

If within the second notice period the Joint Committee certifies its 
objections to the issuing agency, then that agency shall do one of the 
following within 90 days after receiving the statement of objection: (1) 
[m]odify the proposed rule, amendment, or repealer to meet the Joint 
Committee‟s objections[;] (2) [w]ithdraw the proposed rule, amendment, or 
repealer in its entirety[; or] (3) [r]efuse to modify or withdraw the proposed 
rule, amendment, or repealer. 

 
 (Id.) 

 
The Commission notified JCAR of its intention to modify the rule on or about 

September 5, 2012, well within the 90-day deadline, and the Commission‟s notice will 

be published in the September 14, 2012 edition of the State Register. (Staff RBOE Att. 
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B) The Commission has additional time to promulgate and submit a modified proposed 

rule, and is doing so in this Post Prohibition Rule briefing period. Staff recommends the 

Commission continue with the rulemaking in this docket, as it is permitted to do 

pursuant to 5 ILCS 100/5-110(c).  

RESA also references a 180-day filing prohibition as a reason for the 

Commission to withdraw the docket and start afresh. (RESA BOE, at 2) Again, RESA is 

confusing the applicable deadlines. RESA appears to suggest the Commission is 

prohibited from filing a proposed rule for 180 days from the statement of objections. 

This, however, mischaracterizes the Administrative Procedure Act; the General 

Assembly may pass a joint resolution allowing an agency to file a prohibited proposed 

rule within 180 days after the receipt of the statement by the Secretary of State. (5 ILCS 

100/5-115(c)) Furthermore, “[i]f the 180-day period expires before passage of the joint 

resolution, the agency may not file the proposed rule . . . as adopted and it shall not 

take effect.” (Id.) Clearly, there is a 180-day deadline applicable to agencies wishing to 

adopt the prohibited proposed rule, but this deadline does not apply to post-JCAR 

prohibition modified proposed rules. (Id.; Cent. Ill. Pub. Serv. Co. v. Ill. Commerce 

Comm’n, 268 Ill. App. 3d 471, 484;  644 N.E.2d 817 (4th Dist. 1994)) This is so because 

“[o]nce a rule is modified to satisfy JCAR‟s objections, obviously it is no longer the rule 

to which JCAR objects, and therefore no longer the rule to which the filing prohibition 

applies.” (Cent. Ill. Pub. Serv. Co. at 484, 644 N.E.2d at 826) 

Staff recommends the Commission reject the arguments to withdraw the docket, 

and recommence. 
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b. Section 412.30 Construction of this Part 

Staff recommends the Commission reject RESA‟s proposed language, as it 

makes a blanket statement that every provision in Code Part 412 applies to municipal 

aggregation situations. (See RESA BOE, at 3) RESA argued in its BOE that it is not 

clear if, or how, the proposed rules would apply to residential and small commercial 

customers acquired through municipal aggregation programs, and suggested that the 

entirety of this Part should apply to municipal aggregation customers. (RESA BOE, at 3) 

Staff agrees certain provisions apply to municipal aggregation RES customers, and the 

Commission has also convened a rulemaking relating to municipal aggregation, which 

may further address consumer protections for municipal aggregations. (ICC Docket No. 

12-0456). Nonetheless, Staff considers that accepting RESA‟s suggested language 

could lead to absurd outcomes. Moreover, Staff believes it is not wise at this point in the 

proceeding for the Commission to make a blanket statement that the whole Part applies 

or does not apply to RESs as to their conduct and contracts associated with a municipal 

aggregation. Rather, the Commission has an opportunity to further explore those issues 

in its separate, pending docket; there is no need to do so here. Therefore, Staff 

recommends the Commission reject RESA‟s arguments and proposed language. 

 
 

c. Section 412.110 Uniform Disclosure Statement 

ICEA states that: “the [Post Prohibition] Rule contains six provisions (Sections 

412.110(l), 412.120(a), 412.130(a), 412.140(b), 412.150(a) and 412.160(a)) which ICEA 

has informally labeled the “I am not” provisions because they require a RES or RES 

representative to state, or refrain from stating, certain things (e.g., that they are not 
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acting on behalf of the utility or a governmental body or a consumer group).” (ICEA 

BOE, at 7)  

In a previous filing, ICEA noted that the “construct of the proposed rule could 

serve to confuse the customer with the customer either not recalling who the seller was 

or incorrectly recalling one of the „I am not‟ statements.” (ICEA Comments on 

Commission‟s First Notice Rules, at 11) ICEA stands by this argument and now adds 

that “the Post Prohibition Rule‟s prohibition on a RES identifying itself as „representing, 

endorsed by or action on behalf of‟ a government body would seemingly implicate and 

prohibit necessary communication by winning suppliers with customers in the context of 

government aggregations.” (ICEA BOE, at 7) As a result, ICEA proposes revisions to six 

provisions of the Post Prohibition Rule ICEA claims “retain the intent of the provisions to 

put retail electric suppliers on notice of unacceptable statements while eliminating the 

possibility of customer confusion, allowing winning aggregation suppliers to 

communicate to customers their relationship with the customers‟ government entity, and 

preserving the Commission‟s ability to identify a basis upon which to find a violation of 

the rule.” (ICEA BOE, at 7-8) 

While Staff has no way to confirm that the current rule language leads to ICEA‟s 

stated concerns about customers not recalling the seller or incorrectly recalling the 

affirmative “I am not” statements, Staff does not find ICEA‟s proposed revisions to be 

unreasonable. In addition, the inclusion of “governmental body” in the current rule could 

indeed lead to concerns expressed by ICEA regarding governmental aggregations. 

While opt-out aggregation programs are likely to be impacted solely by Sections 

412.150 - Direct Mail and, possibly, 412.160 - Online Marketing, it is conceivable that 
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the other Sections cited by ICEA could be of concern in the context of opt-in 

aggregations. However, ICEA‟s proposed revisions for Section 412.140(b) are not 

recommended if the Commission agrees with IGS‟s recommendation as explained in 

Section 412.140 – Inbound Enrollment Calls, below1. For these reasons, Staff does not 

object to the revisions proposed by ICEA, and recommends the following language 

(combining relevant language proposals presented by Staff in its BOE with the 

recommendations made in IECA‟s BOE): 

Section 412.110(l): A statement that the RES is an independent seller of power 

and energy service, certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission and that the 

agent is not representing or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental 

bodies (unless the RES has entered into a contractual arrangement with the 

governmental body and has been authorized by the governmental body to make 

such statements) or consumer groups; 

 

Section 412.120(a): A RES agent shall state that it is an independent seller of 

power and energy service, certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission, and 

that it is not employed by, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the 

electric utility, governmental body, or consumer group. A RES agent shall not 

state or otherwise imply that he or she is employed by, representing, endorsed by 

or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental body (unless the RES has 

entered into a contractual arrangement with the governmental body and has been 

authorized by the governmental body to make such statements), or consumer 

group. The agent shall not display the logo of the electric utility on its apparel or 

identification or use or show any material containing that logo.  

 

Section 412.130(a): In addition to complying with the Telephone Solicitations 

Act [815 ILCS 413], a RES agent who contacts customers by telephone for the 

purpose of selling power and energy service shall provide the agent’s name and, 

on request, the identification number if available. The RES agent shall state that it 

is an independent seller of power and energy service, certified by the Illinois 

Commerce Commission., and that it is not an employee of, representing, endorsed 

by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental body, or consumer 

group. A RES agent shall not state or otherwise imply that he or she is an 

employee of, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, 

governmental body (unless the RES has entered into a contractual arrangement 

                                                 
1
 Staff recommends the ALJ adopt the language discussed further in Section 412.140. In the alternative, Staff 

recommends the language discussed here. Therefore, in Staff’s attached proposed language in legislative format, 

Staff has recommended the preferred language change, not the language change discussed here.  
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with the governmental body and has been authorized by the governmental body to 

make such statements), or consumer group. 

 

Section 412.140(b): Verbally disclose to the customer items (d) through (p) of the 

Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110(d) through (p)). A RES agent 

may disclose the items in any order so long as all applicable items are explained 

to the customer during the sales presentation. The RES agent shall state that it is 

an independent seller of power and energy service, certified by the Illinois 

Commerce Commission., and that it is not an employee of, representing, endorsed 

by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental body, or consumer 

group; and A RES agent shall not state or otherwise imply that he or she is an 

employee of, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, 

governmental body (unless the RES has entered into the contractual arrangement 

with the governmental body and has been authorized by the governmental body to 

make such statements), or consumer group; and 

 

Section 412.150(a): RES agents contacting customers for enrollment for power 

and energy service by direct mail shall include the items of the Uniform 

Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110) for the service being solicited. Direct 

mail material shall not display or otherwise use the electric utility’s logo nor make 

any statements of representation of, endorsement by or acting on behalf of the 

electric utility, governmental body (unless the RES has entered into a contractual 

arrangement with the governmental body and has been authorized by the 

governmental body to make such statements), or consumer group. 

 

Section 412.160(a): Each RES offering power and energy service to customers 

online shall display the items of the Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 

412.110) for any services offered through online enrollment before requiring the 

customer to enter any personal information other than zip code, electric utility 

service territory, and/or type of service sought. The RES’s Internet and electronic 

material shall not display or otherwise use the electric utility’s logo nor make any 

statements of representation of, endorsement by or acting on behalf of the electric 

utility, governmental body (unless the RES has entered into a contractual 

arrangement with the governmental body and has been authorized by the 

governmental body to make such statements), or consumer group. 

 

 However, ICEA‟s proposed revisions for Section 412.140(b) are not needed if 

the Commission agrees with IGS‟s recommendation as explained in Section 412.140 - 

Inbound Enrollment Calls, below. 
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d. Section 412.120 Door-to-Door Solicitation 

ComEd asserts the Post Prohibition Rule should contain language prohibiting the 

use of an electric utility‟s logo on a RES‟s agent‟s apparel or identification. (ComEd 

BOE, at 4-5) Although Staff recognizes the use of an electric utility logo as 

contemplated in this Section 412.120 is different from that contemplated in Section 

412.190, out of deference to JCAR‟s guidance in The Flinn Report, Staff recommends 

that the Commission delete this language from the Post Prohibition Rule, and 

recognizes that a further discussion of the utility name and logo use appears under 

Section 412.130, 412.150, and 412.160.  (See Staff BOE Att. B) 

Staff also recognizes that a discussion of the so-called “I am not” provisions 

appears in Section 412.110. 

 

e. Section 412.130 Telemarketing 

RESA stated that it “remains concerned that Section 412.130(d) of the Post 

Prohibition Rule could be interpreted to require a third-party verification (“TPV”) to 

contain the following question, „Do you understand items (d) through (p) of the Uniform 

Disclosure Statement?‟” (RESA BOE, at 7) RESA notes that ICEA had previously 

shared the same concern and RESA refers to its own Verified Initial Comments as well 

as ICEA‟s Verified Initial Comments in this proceeding, both of which were filed on 

March 4, 2010.  (Id.) 

RESA also states that “[s]taff explicitly recommends revising Section 412.130(d) 

to clarify that the third party verifier needs to affirm that the customer understands the 

pertinent information applicable to the product they are being offered as required in 
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Section 412.110, rather than asking the customer if they understand items (d) – (o) of 

the Uniform Disclosure Statement. ” (RESA BOE, at 8; see Staff Verified Corrected 

Reply Comments, at 27-28) RESA goes on to claim that “RESA‟s proposed modification 

to Section 412.130 went unopposed by other parties and should be adopted.” (RESA 

BOE, at 8) 

RESA is correct that Staff sought to address RESA‟s and ICEA‟s concerns on 

this issue, and proposed modifications to Section 412.130(e) as follows: 

e) If a sales agent engages in telemarketing and third-party verification is 
used to authorize a customer‟s enrollment, the third-party verification must 
require the customer to verbally acknowledge that he or she understands 
include the applicable items contained in Section 412.110 (d) – (o) of the 
Uniform Disclosure Statement Section 412.110. 
 
(See Staff Verified Corrected Reply Comments, at 27-28) 

 
RESA now, however, proposes to revert to Staff‟s originally proposed language. 

RESA argues that the following language be used instead: 

d) If a RES agent engages in telemarketing and third party verification is 
used to authorize a customer's enrollment, the third party verification must 
require the customer to verbally acknowledge that he or she understands 
items (d) through (p) of the Uniform Disclosure Statement in Section 
412.110.  

 
 (RESA BOE, at 8) 
 

This is the same language RESA objected to in its Verified Initial Comments. 

Regardless of whether RESA made an inadvertent mistake in its BOE or is now actually 

arguing against its previously proposed language, Staff nonetheless recommends that 

the Commission reject the language RESA proposed in its BOE.   

Staff also recognizes that a discussion of the so-called “I am not” provisions 

appears in Section 412.110. 
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f. Section 412.140 Inbound Enrollment Calls 

IGS states that the last sentence of Section 412.140(b) “is duplicative and 

potentially confusing.” (IGS BOE, at 2) If a customer initiates a call to a RES agent in 

order to enroll for service, the RES agent must, among other things:  

 
b) Verbally disclose to the customer items (d) through (p) of the Uniform 
Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110(d) through (p)). A RES agent may 
disclose the items in any order so long as all applicable items are 
explained to the customer during the sales presentation. The RES agent 
shall state that it is an independent seller of power and energy service, 
certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission, and that it is not an 
employee of, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric 
utility, governmental body, or consumer group; and 

 
IGS states that a requirement that “is almost, but not exactly, identical to that 

sentence already applies to the required disclosures, based on the reference in the first 

sentence of 412.140(b), which requires the RES agent to „verbally disclose‟ the items in 

Section 412.110(d) through (p).” (IGS BOE, at 2) IGS argues that “the Proposed Rules 

would be clarified by removing the last sentence of Section 412.140(b) . . . [and that the 

removal] would not lessen any consumer protection, because the same information 

would be disclosed when the RES agent verbally discloses the items covered in Section 

412.110(d) through (p).” (IGS BOE, at 2) 

The last sentence in Section 412.140(b) was adopted by the Commission in its 

Second Notice Order after being proposed by ComEd in its Second Notice Period 

Comments, submitted on September 26, 2011. Staff concurs with IGS that the removal 

of this sentence would not lessen any of the required disclosures, and it would eliminate 
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a potential conflict with Section 412.110(l). Therefore, Staff recommends that the 

Commission adopt IGS‟s proposed revision of 412.140(b) as follows: 

Verbally disclose to the customer items (d) through (p) of the Uniform 
Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110(d) through (p)). A RES agent may 
disclose the items in any order so long as all applicable items are 
explained to the customer during the sales presentation. The RES agent 
shall state that it is an independent seller of power and energy service, 
certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission, and that it is not an 
employee of, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric 
utility, governmental body, or consumer group; and 
 
Staff also recognizes that a discussion of the so-called “I am not” provisions 

appears in Section 412.110. 

 

g. Section 412.150 Direct Mail 

ComEd asserts the Post Prohibition Rule should contain language prohibiting the 

display or otherwise use of an electric utility‟s logo on direct mail material. (ComEd 

BOE, at 6) Although Staff recognizes the use of an electric utility logo as contemplated 

in this Section 412.150 is different from that contemplated in Section 412.190, out of 

deference to JCAR‟s guidance in The Flinn Report, Staff recommends that the 

Commission delete this language from the Post Prohibition Rule, and recognizes that a 

further discussion of the utility name and logo use appears under Section 412.120, 

412.130, and 412.160.  (See Staff BOE Att. B) 

 

h. Section 412.160 Online Marketing 

ComEd asserts the Post Prohibition Rule should contain language prohibiting the 

display or otherwise use of an electric utility‟s logo on a RES‟s Internet and electronic 

material. (ComEd BOE, at 6) Although Staff recognizes the use of an electric utility logo 
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as contemplated in this Section 412.160 is different from that contemplated in Section 

412.190, out of deference to JCAR‟s guidance in The Flinn Report, Staff recommends 

that the Commission delete this language from the Post Prohibition Rule, and 

recognizes that a further discussion of the utility name and logo use appears under 

Section 412.120, 412.130, and 412.150.  (See Staff BOE Att. B) 

Staff also recognizes that a discussion of the so-called “I am not” provisions 

appears in Section 412.110. 

 

i. Section 412.190 Affiliate Name and Logo Use 

ComEd asserts the Post Prohibition Rule should contain language prohibiting the 

use of a name or logo similar to that of an utility when a RES markets power and energy 

service to residential customers in Illinois. (ComEd BOE, at 6-7) Staff recommends that 

the Commission remove the entire Section 412.190 - Utility Name and Logo Use. The 

Post Prohibition Rule prohibits RESs from using a name or logo similar to that of an 

existing electric or natural gas utility in Illinois. (Post Prohibition Rule at 12)  Certainly, 

Staff agrees that deceptive practices should be prohibited. Nonetheless, Staff considers 

this section to be ambiguous and redundant in its attempt to prohibit deceptive 

practices.   

First, the Post Prohibition Rule would require the Commission to determine if a 

logo or name is “similar” to that used by an electric utility, something the Commission 

might be hard-pressed to determine, as it could involve making determination under the 

federal Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)) for trademark infringement and other 

determinations that simply do not fall within the Commission‟s recognized area of 
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expertise in enforcing the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”).  Moreover, the term “similar” is 

inherently ill-defined, and could result in RESs not knowing the standard against which 

they would be judged. 

Second, the Post Prohibition Rule already prohibits this type of deceptive 

practice.  Section 412.110(l) requires:  

[a] statement that the RES is an independent seller of power and energy 
services, certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission and that the 
agent is not representing or acting on behalf of the electric utility, 
governmental bodies or consumer groups; 
 
Furthermore, the Section 412.170(c) of the Post Prohibition Rule also prohibits 

RES agents from using false, misleading, materially inaccurate or otherwise deceptive 

language or materials in soliciting or providing services.  (Post Prohibition Rule, at 11)  

Finally, since the General Assembly has already authorized the Commission to 

make “misrepresentation” judgments regarding alternative gas suppliers in Section 19-

105 of the PUA (220 ILCS 5/19-105), it is already within its sphere of recognized 

expertise to make the same determinations regarding alternative retail electric suppliers 

in enforcing Sections 412.110(l) and 412.170(c). (Staff Reply Comments, at 30) 

Therefore, Staff recommends that the Commission reject the proposed language, and 

instead delete the entire Section 412.190 as follows: 

Section 412.190 Utility Name and Logo Use 
 
 A RES shall not be permitted to market power and energy service 
to residential customers using a similar name (where any part of the RES 
name contains any part of the utility name) or logo to that of an existing 
electric utility or natural gas utility in Illinois. This section does not apply to 
an electric utility serving or seeking to serve retail customers, including 
residential customers, pursuant to Section 16-116 of the Public Utilities 
Act. 
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j. Section 412.210 Rescission of Sales Contract 

ILG&E argues that Section 412.110(k) and Section 412.210 be modified “to 

require the customer to contact the RES directly, not the utility, to rescind its agreement 

to purchase energy from an RES.” (ILG&E BOE, at 4) ILG&E states “it is critical that the 

contractual relationship that was created between the customer and the RES be 

recognized as a binding agreement that cannot be abrogated through the notification of 

a third party” and that it is “vital for communication to take place directly between the 

RES and the customer to facilitate the establishment of a long-term, mutually beneficial 

business relationship.” (Id.) 

In response to ILG&E‟s arguments, Staff offers four distinct considerations. First, 

the option for a customer to contact the RES or the electric utility to rescind a pending 

enrollment was part of the proposed rules from the very beginning. This provision of the 

rule was included in the Staff-prepared Draft Rules that accompanied the December 2, 

2009 Initiating Order in this Docket. Second, Staff subsequently proposed a revision to 

that provision. The current language provides that only residential customers may 

contact the RES or the electric utility in order to rescind the contract and the pending 

enrollment request. Small commercial customers have to contact the RES in order to 

rescind the contract and the pending enrollment request. Staff had proposed this 

revision due to the utilities‟ expressed difficulty and/or costliness of monitoring and 

tracking small commercial customers with annual usage below 15,000 kWh in real-time. 

(See Staff IB, at 24-25) Third, in the case of ComEd, it is Staff‟s understanding that a 

customer contacting ComEd sufficiently in advance of the pending switch date will be 

told to first contact the RES about his or her desire to rescind the pending enrollment. If 
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the customer contacts ComEd close to the switch date, ComEd will rescind the 

enrollment request directly. In addition, as soon as ComEd processes a rescind request, 

the RES receives a notice about the rescind request. Fourth, the written notice 

informing the customer about the right to rescind is coming from the electric utility, a 

concept not challenged by ILG&E. Allowing customers to rescind contracts by 

contacting the utility is consistent with the utility contacting the customer to inform them 

about the rescission period.  

For all of these reasons, the Commission should reject ILG&E‟s arguments to 

allow residential rescind requests only through direct contact with the RES. 

 

k. Section 412.310 Required RES Information 

RESA and ILG&E argue only “material changes to documents or information” 

required to be filed should be filed with the Commission within 10 days, rather than any 

change, as required by the Post Prohibition Rule. (RESA BOE, at 12; ILG&E BOE, at 7-

8) 

This provision in the rule has not been changed from the Proposed Rule attached 

to the Commission‟s July 7, 2011 First Notice Order, and Staff has previously 

addressed almost identical arguments against this provision. (See Staff Verified 

Corrected Reply Comments, at 46) Staff recommended then, and still recommends 

now, that the Commission reject RESA‟s and ILG&E‟s proposed change. Limiting filings 

to “material” filings introduces unnecessary uncertainty to this requirement. A RES could 

think that a certain change does not meet the “material” change threshold and, as a 

result, would not file the updated document or information with the Commission. In such 
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a situation, the Commission and its Staff would not even get a chance to agree or 

disagree with the RES‟s determination of an “immaterial” change. If, however, the rule 

provides that any change would have to be filed with the Commission, Commission 

Staff would then have the ability to agree with the RES that correcting an insignificant 

typo, such as changing “won‟t” to “will not,” does not require a new filing. Simply put, the 

language in the proposed rule can accomplish what RESA and ILG&E are seeking while 

RESA‟s and ILG&E‟s proposed change could lead to situations where required filings 

are not being made. Thus, it is Staff‟s recommendation to reject RESA‟s and ILG&E‟s 

proposed addition of “any material” to Section 412.310(b). (Staff Verified Corrected 

Reply Comments, at 46) 

l. Section 412.320(c)(3) Dispute Resolution 

Recently published case law makes it clear that “[w]hen state law prohibits 

outright the arbitration of a particular type of claim, . . . [t]he conflicting [state] rule is 

displaced by the [Federal Arbitration Act].” (AT&T Mobility, L.L.C. vs. Concepcion, -- 

U.S. --; 131 S.Ct. 1740, 1747 (2011)) As Prairie Point Energy, LLC d/b/a Nicor 

Advanced Energy (“NAE”) points out, the Post-Prohibition Rule prohibits RESs from 

incorporating alternative dispute resolution agreements in contracts with residential or 

small commercial retail customers. (See NAE BOE, at 16-18; Post Prohibition Rule, 

Section 412.320(a)) While the Concepcion decision applies specifically to California 

decisions classifying collective-arbitration and class action waivers as per se 

unconscionable, (AT&T Mobility, L.L.C., 131 S.Ct. at 1747-48), it appears to Staff that 

prohibiting arbitration altogether might run afoul of the rule enunciated by the Supreme 
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Court in Concepcion. (Id.) Therefore, Staff recommends the Commission modify Section 

412.320(a) as follows: 

A residential or small commercial retail customer has the right to make a 
formal or informal complaint to the Commission, and a RES contract 
cannot impair this right. A RES shall not require a residential or small 
commercial retail customer, as part of the terms of service, to engage in 
alternative dispute resolution, including requiring complaints to be 
submitted to arbitration or mediation by third parties.  
 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, for all the above-articulated reasons, Staff respectfully requests 

that the Post Prohibition Rule be modified consistent with the positions above. 

        Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

        KIMBERLY J. SWAN  
JESSICA L. CARDONI 

        MICHAEL J. LANNON 
        Counsel for the Staff of the Illinois 
        Commerce Commission 
 

 

September 13, 2012 

 

KIMBERLY J. SWAN 
JESSICA L. CARDONI 
MICAHEL J. LANNON 
Office of the General Counsel 
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TITLE 83:  PUBLIC UTLITIES 

CHAPTER I:  ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

SUBCHAPTER C:  ELECTRIC UTILITIES 
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OBLIGATIONS OF RETAIL ELECTRIC SUPPLIERS 
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SUBPART D:  DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND CUSTOMER COMPLAINT REPORTS 

 

Section 

412.300 Application of Subpart D 

412.310 Required RES Information 

412.320 Dispute Resolution 

 

AUTHORITY:  Implementing Section 16-118 of the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5/16-118] 

and authorized by Sections 10-101 and 5/8-501 of the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5/10-101 

and 8-501]. 

 

SOURCE:  Adopted at 34 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________. 

 

SUBPART A:  GENERAL 

 

Section 412.10  Definitions 

 

"Act" means the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5]. 

 

"Alternative retail electric supplier" or "ARES" means the same as that term is 

defined in Section 16-102 of the Act. 

 

"Commission" means the Illinois Commerce Commission. 

 

"Complaint" means an objection made to a RES, by a customer or other entity, as 

to its charges, facilities or service, the disposal of which complaint requires 

investigation or analysis.  

 

"Customer" means the same as "Retail Customer" as that term is defined in 

Section 16-102 of the Act. 

 

“Do Not Market List” means at a minimum a list of names, addresses and/or 

phone numbers of customers who contacted the electric utility to avoid any 

marketing or soliciting from a RES. 

 

"Electric utility" means the same as that term is defined in Section 16-102 of the 

Act. 
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“Letter of Agency” (“LOA”) means the document described in Section 2EE of the 

Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act [815 ILCS 505/2EE] and 

referenced in Section 16-115A of the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5/16-115A]. 

 

 “Pending enrollment” means a valid direct access service request that has been 

accepted by utility, for which the meter read switch has not yet occurred. 

 

 “Rescind” means the cancellation of a contract with a RES and/or pending 

customer enrollment to a RES, without the incurrence of an early termination fee. 

 “Residential Customer” is  means a customer receiving residential service as 

defined in 83 Ill. Admin. Code 280. 

  

"Retail electric supplier" or "RES" includes both alternative retail electric 

suppliers and electric utilities serving or seeking to serve retail customers 

pursuant to Section 16-116 of the Act. 

 

" RES agent" means any employee, agent, independent contractor, consultant or 

other person who is engaged by the RES to solicit customers to purchase, enroll in 

or contract for power and energy service on behalf of a RES.  

 

"Send” or “Sent” when used in this Part to describe the action to be taken by a 

Retail Electric Supplier of sending a document to a residential customer or small 

commercial retail customer may include, if agreed to by the receiving customer, 

transmission of the document to the customer via electronic delivery (e.g. fax or 

e-mail). 

 

"Small commercial retail customer" means a nonresidential customer of an 

electric utility consuming 15,000 kilowatt-hours or less of electricity annually in 

its service area. A RES may remove the customer from designation as a "small 

commercial retail customer" if the customer consumes more than 15,000 kilowatt-

hours of electricity in any calendar year after becoming a customer of the RES. In 

determining whether a customer is a small commercial retail customer, usage by 

the same commercial customer shall be aggregated to include usage at the same 

premises even if measured by more than one meter and to include usage at 

multiple premises. Nothing in this Part creates an affirmative obligation on an 

electric utility to monitor or inform customers or RESs as to a customer's status as 

a small retail commercial customer as defined by this definition. Nothing in this 

Part relieves an electric utility from any obligation to provide information upon 

request to a customer, a RES, the Commission or others necessary to determine 
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whether a customer meets the classification of small commercial retail customer 

as defined in this definition. 

 

"Third party verification" means the process described in Section 2EE of the 

Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act and referenced in Section 

16-115A of the Public Utilities Act. 

 

Section 412.20   Waiver 

 

a) The Commission, on application or petition of a RES or electric utility, 

may grant a temporary or permanent waiver from this Part, or any 

applicable subsections contained in this Part, in individual cases where the 

Commission finds:  

 

1) the provision from which the waiver is granted is not statutorily 

mandated;  

 

2) no party will be injured by the granting of the waiver; and  

 

3) the rule from which the waiver is granted would, as applied to the 

particular case, be unreasonable or unnecessarily burdensome.  

 

b) The burden of proof in establishing a right to waiver shall be on the party seeking 

the waiver. 

 

Section 412.30  Construction of this Part 

 

In the event of any conflict between this part and the requirements provided in electric utility 

tariffs on file with the Commission as of the effective date of this Part, this Part shall control. 

 

SUBPART B:  MARKETING PRACTICES 

 

Section 412.100  Application of Subpart B 

 

a) The provisions of this Subpart shall only apply to RESs serving or seeking to 

serve residential or small retail commercial customers, and only to the extent that 

the RESs provide services to residential or small retail commercial customers.  In 

addition, Section 412.170(d) shall apply to electric utilities. 

 

b) The following exceptions apply: Sections 412.170(a), (b) and (c) and 412.180 

shall apply to RESs serving or seeking to serve any retail customer, other than 
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RESs certified (i) under subpart E of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 451, or (ii) under subpart 

B or C of 83 Ill. Adm. Code Part 451, to serve only their own load, and/or the 

load of a corporate affiliate and/or the load of an entity located on the site of a 

manufacturing or refining facility of the RES or its affiliate, when is fully 

integrated into the existing electrical distribution system of the refining or 

manufacturing facility. 

 

Section 412.110   Uniform Disclosure Statement 

 

In addition to providing the customer with a copy of the sales contract, a RES agent must 

disclose the following information to the customer prior to any enrollment for electric service, 

regardless of the form of marketing used. The written Uniform Disclosure statement must use 12 

point font or larger, and, if it is a separate document, it must not exceed two pages in length: 

 

a) The legal name of the RES and the name under which the RES will market its 

products, if different; 

 

b) The RES's business address; 

 

c) The RES's toll-free telephone number for billing questions, disputes and 

complaints as well as the Commission’s toll-free phone number for complaints; 

 

d) The charges for the service for the length of the contract and, if any charges are 

variable during the term of the contract, an explanation of how the variable 

charges are determined; 

 

e) The length of the contract, including any possible automatic renewal clause; 

 

f) The presence or absence of early termination fees or penalties and applicable 

amounts or the formula pursuant to which they are calculated, and shall not 

exceed $50; 

 

g) Any requirement to pay a deposit for power and energy service, the estimated 

amount of the deposit or basis on which it is calculated, when the deposit will be 

returned, and if the deposit will accrue interest; 

 

h) Any fees assessed by the RES to a customer for switching to the RES; 

 

i) The name of the power and energy service for which the customer is being 

solicited; 
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j) A statement that the customer may rescind the contract, by contacting the RES, 

before the RES submits the enrollment request to the electric utility; 

 

k) A statement that the customer may rescind the contract and the pending 

enrollment within ten calendar days after the electric utility processes the 

enrollment request by contacting the RES and that residential customers may 

rescind the contract and the pending enrollment by contacting either the RES or 

the electric utility and provide both toll-free phone numbers; 

 

l) A statement that the RES is an independent seller of power and energy service, 

certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission and that the agent is not 

representing or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental bodies 

(unless the RES has entered into a contractual arrangement with the governmental 

body and has been authorized by the governmental body to make such statements)  

or consumer groups; 

 

m) A statement that the electric utility remains responsible for the delivery of power 

and energy to the customer's premise and will continue to respond to any service 

calls and emergencies and that switching to an RES will not impact the customer's 

electric service reliability; 

 

n) A statement that the customer will receive written notification from the electric 

utility confirming a switch of the customer's power and energy supplier; 

 

o) If savings are guaranteed under certain circumstances, the RES must provide a 

written statement, in plain language, describing the conditions that must be 

present in order for the savings to occur.  In the case of telemarketing and in-

bound enrollment calls, such statement shall be provided in accordance with 

Sections 412.130 (e) and 412.140 (c); and 

 

p) A price per-kilowatt hour (kWh) for the power and energy service.  If a product is 

being offered at a fixed monthly charge that does not change with the customer's 

usage and the fixed monthly charge does not include delivery service charges, the 

RES must provide a statement to the customer that the fixed monthly charge is for 

supply charges only and that it does not include delivery service charges and 

applicable taxes; therefore, the fixed monthly charge is not the total monthly 

amount for electric service.  For any product that includes a fixed monthly charge 

that does not change with the customer’s usage, the RES must provide an 

estimated price-per-kilowatt hour for the power and energy service using sample 

monthly usage levels of 500, 1000 and 1,500 kWh.  
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Section 412.120  Door-to-Door Solicitation 

 

a)  A RES agent shall state that it is an independent seller of power and energy 

service, certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission, and that it is not 

employed by, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, 

governmental body, or consumer group. A RES agent shall not state or otherwise 

imply that he or she is employed by, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf 

of the electric utility, governmental body (unless the RES has entered into a 

contractual arrangement with the governmental body and has been authorized by 

the governmental body to make such statements), or consumer group. The agent 

shall not display the logo of the electric utility on its apparel or identification or 

use or show any material containing that logo. 
 

  

 b) If any sales solicitation, agreement, contract, or verification is translated into  

  another language and provided to a customer, all of the documents must be 

  provided to the customer in that other language. 

 

c) RES agents who engage in door-to-door solicitation for the purpose of selling 

power and energy service offered by the RES shall display identification. This 

identification shall be visible at all times and prominently display the following: 

 

1) The RES agent's full name in reasonable size font;  

 

2) A photograph of the RES agent; and 

 

3) The trade name and logo of the RES the agent is representing. If the agent 

is selling power and energy services from multiple RESs to the customer, 

the identification shall display the trade name and logo of the agent, 

broker or consultant entity as that entity is defined in Section 16-115C of 

the Act. 

 

d) The RES agent shall leave the premises at the customer, owner, or occupant’s 

request. 

 

e) The RES agent shall ensure that, during the sales presentation to the customer 

items (d) through (p) of the Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110(d) 

through (p)) are verbally disclosed to the customer. A RES agent may disclose the 

items in any order as long as all applicable items are explained to the customer 

during the sales presentation. 
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f) The RES agent shall require the customer to initial the RES agent’s copy of the 

Uniform Disclosure Statement.  A copy of the Uniform Disclosure Statement is to 

be left with the customer at the conclusion of the visit. The minimum list of items 

to be included in the Uniform Disclosure Statement is contained in Section 

412.110. 

 

g) If a customer's enrollment is authorized by third-party verification during door-to-

door solicitation, the third party verification shall require the customer to verbally 

acknowledge that he or she understands the applicable items in (d) through (p) of 

the Uniform Disclosure Statement. 

 

h) When it is apparent that a customer's English language skills are insufficient to 

allow the customer to understand and respond to the information conveyed by the 

agent in English or when the customer or another third party informs the agent of 

this circumstance, the RES agent shall find another representative fluent in the 

customer's language, use an interpreter, or terminate the in-person contact with 

the customer. When the use of an interpreter is necessary, a form consistent with 

Section 2N of the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act [815 

ILCS 505/2N] must be completed. 

 

i) Upon a customer's request, the RES shall refrain from any further marketing to 

that customer. 

 

j) The RES performing door-to-door marketing will conduct criminal background 

checks and drug tests on all potential door-to-door employees. 

k) Persons conducting door-to-door sales may do so only during the hours 

established as being permissible by the jurisdiction within which the door-to-door 

sales take place.  In jurisdictions where no such permissible hours have been 

established, permissible hours for the door-to-door sale of power and energy 

service shall be between the hours of 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. during the months 

beginning October 1 and ending March 31, and between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m. during 

the months beginning April 1 and ending September 30.   

 

 

Section 412.130  Telemarketing 

 

a)  In addition to complying with the Telephone Solicitations Act [815 ILCS 

 413], a RES agent who contacts customers by telephone for the purpose 

    of selling power and energy service shall provide the agent's name and, on 
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                         request, the identification number if available. The RES agent shall state that 

                 it is an independent seller of power and energy service, certified by the Illinois 

Commerce Commission., and that it is not an employee of, representing, 

endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental body, or 

consumer group. A RES agent shall not state or otherwise imply that he or she is 

an employee of, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric 

utility, governmental body (unless the RES has entered into a contractual 

arrangement with the governmental body and has been authorized by the 

governmental body to make such statements), or consumer group. 

 

b) When it is apparent that a customer's English language skills are insufficient to 

allow the customer to understand a telephone solicitation in English, and the 

customer or another third party informs the agent of this circumstance, the agent 

must transfer the customer to a representative who speaks the customer's 

language, if such a representative is available, or terminate the call. 

 

c) A RES agent shall ensure that, during the sales presentation to the customer, items 

(d) through (p) of the Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110(d) through 

(p)) are verbally disclosed to the customer. A RES agent may disclose the items in 

any order so long as all applicable items are explained to the customer during the 

sales presentation. 

 

d) If a RES agent engages in telemarketing and third party verification is used to 

authorize a customer's enrollment, the third party verification must include the 

applicable items contained in Section 412.110 (d) through (p). 

 

f) The Uniform Disclosure Statement and contract must be sent to the customer 

within three (3) business days after the electric utility's confirmation to the RES 

of an accepted enrollment. 

 

g) Upon a customer's request, the RES shall refrain from any further marketing to 

that customer. 

 

Section 412.140   Inbound Enrollment Calls 

 

If a customer initiates a call to a RES agent in order to enroll for service, the agent must: 

 

a) Follow the requirements in Section 2EE of the Consumer Fraud and 

Deceptive Business Practices Act; 

 

b) Verbally disclose to the customer items (d) through (p) of the Uniform 
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Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110(d) through (p)). A RES agent may 

disclose the items in any order so long as all applicable items are explained to the 

customer during the sales presentation. The RES agent shall state that it is an 

independent seller of power and energy service, certified by the Illinois 

Commerce Commission, and that it is not an employee of, representing, endorsed 

by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental body, or consumer 

group; and  

 

c) Send the Uniform Disclosure Statement and contract to the customer within 

three (3) business days after the electric utility's confirmation to the RES of  

an accepted enrollment. 

 

Section 412.150  Direct Mail 

 

a) RES agents contacting customers for enrollment for power and energy service by 

direct mail shall include the items of the Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 

412.110) for the service being solicited. Direct mail material shall not display or 

otherwise use the electric utility’s logo nor make any statements of representation of, 

endorsement by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental body (unless 

the RES has entered into a contractual arrangement with the governmental body and 

has been authorized by the governmental body to make such statements), or consumer 

group. 

 

b) If written Letter of Agency is being used to authorize a customer's enrollment, it 

shall contain a statement that the customer has read and understood the items 

contained in the Uniform Disclosure Statement in Section 412.110. The document 

containing the items of the Uniform Disclosure Statement must remain with the 

customer. 

 

c) A copy of the contract must be sent to the customer within three business days 

after the electric utility’s confirmation to the RES of an accepted enrollment. 

 

Section 412.160   Online Marketing 

 

a) Each RES offering power and energy service to customers online shall display the 

items of the Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110) for any services 

offered through online enrollment before requiring the customer to enter any 

personal information other than zip code, electric utility service territory, and/or 

type of service sought. The RES’s Internet and electronic material shall not 

display or otherwise use the electric utility’s logo nor make any statements of 

representation of, endorsement by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, 
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governmental body (unless the RES has entered into a contractual arrangement 

with the governmental body and has been authorized by the governmental body to 

make such statements), or consumer group. 

 

b) The document containing the items of the Uniform Disclosure Statement must be 

printable in a PDF format not to exceed two pages in length and shall be available 

electronically to the customer. 

 

c) The RES shall obtain, in accordance with 83 Ill. Adm. Code 453 and Section 2EE 

of the Consumer Fraud Act, an authorization to change RESs that confirms and 

includes appropriate verification data by encrypted customer input on the RES 

web site. 

 

d) The enrollment website of the RES shall, at a minimum, include: 

 

1) All items within the Uniform Disclosure Statement (Section 412.110); 

 

2) A statement that electronic acceptance of the terms is an agreement to 

initiate service and begin enrollment; 

 

3) A statement that the customer should review the contract and/or contact 

the current supplier to learn if any early termination fees are applicable; 

and 

 

4) An e-mail address and toll-free phone number of the RES where the 

customer can express a decision to rescind the contract. 

 

Section 412.170   Training of RES Agents  

 

a) A RES agent shall be knowledgeable of the requirements applicable to the 

marketing and sale of power and energy service to the customer class that he or 

she is targeting. In addition to this Part, requirements pertaining to the marketing 

and sales of power and energy service may be found in other rules, the Act and 

the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act. 

 

b) All RES agents should be familiar with power and energy services that they sell, 

including the rates, payment and billing options, the customers' right to cancel, 

and applicable termination fees, if any. In addition, the RES agents shall have the 

ability to provide the customer with a toll-free number for billing questions, 

disputes and complaints, as well as the Commission's toll-free phone number for 

complaints. 
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c) A RES agent shall not utilize false, misleading, materially inaccurate or otherwise 

deceptive language or materials in soliciting or providing services. 

 

d) A RES agent shall refrain from any direct marketing or soliciting of power and 

energy service to customers on the electric utility's Do Not Market List, which the 

electric utility shall make available to RESs at least monthly on the 15
th

 calendar 

day of the month. If the 15
th

 calendar day is a non-business day, the electric utility 

shall make the list available on the next business day following the 15
th

 calendar 

day of that month. A RES shall use the most current version of the Do Not Market 

List available; however, in assessing compliance with this Section, 31 days will 

be afforded to a RES to account for the time required by the RES to disseminate 

and process the list internally. 

 

Section 412.180   Records Retention and Availability 

 

a) RES must retain, for a minimum of two years or for the length of the contract, 

whichever is longer, verifiable proof of authorization to change suppliers for each 

customer. Upon request by the Commission or Commission Staff, the RES shall 

provide authorization records within seven business days. 

 

b) Throughout the duration of the contract, and for two years thereafter, the RES 

shall retain the customer’s contract. Upon the customer's request, the RES shall 

provide the customer, a copy of the contract via e-mail, U.S. mail, or facsimile 

within seven business days. The RES shall not charge a fee for the copies if a 

customer requests less than three copies in a 12-month period. 

 

Section 412.190 Utility Name and Logo Use 

 

A RES shall not be permitted to market power and energy service to residential customers using 

a similar name (where any part of the RES name contains any part of the utility name) or logo to 

that of an existing electric utility or natural gas utility in Illinois. This section does not apply to 

an electric utility serving or seeking to serve retail customers, including residential customers, 

pursuant to Section 16-116 of the Public Utilities Act. 

 

Section 412.1905  Product Descriptions 
 

Only power and energy service that includes power and energy purchased entirely separate and 

apart from the renewable portfolio standard requirements applicable to RESs under Public Act 

96-0159 can be marketed as “green,” “renewable energy” or “environmentally friendly.” 
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SUBPART C:  RESCISSION, DEPOSITS, EARLY TERMINATION  

AND AUTOMATIC CONTRACT RENEWAL 

 

Section 412.200   Application of Subpart C 

 

The provisions of this Subpart shall only apply to RESs serving or seeking to serve residential or 

small commercial retail customers and only to the extent the RESs provide services to residential 

or small commercial retail customers.  In addition, Section 412.210 shall apply to electric 

utilities. 
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Section 412.210  Rescission of Sales Contract 

 

The customer has the ability to rescind the contract with the RES before the RES submits the 

enrollment request to the electric utility. Within one business day after processing a valid 

electronic enrollment request from the RES, the electric utility shall notify the customer in 

writing of the scheduled enrollment and provide the name of the RES that will be providing 

power and energy service. The written enrollment notice from the electric utility shall state the 

last day to make a request rescinding the enrollment, and provide contact information for the 

RES. A residential customer wishing to rescind the pending enrollment with the RES, will not 

incur any early termination fees if the customer contacts either the electric utility or the RES 

within ten calendar days after the electric utility processes the enrollment request. A small 

commercial retail customer wishing to rescind the pending enrollment with the RES, will not 

incur any early termination fees if the customer contacts the RES within ten calendar days after 

the electric utility processes the enrollment request.  If the tenth calendar day falls on a non-

business day, the rescission period will be extended through the next business day. In the event 

the residential customer provides notice of such rescission to the electric utility, the electric 

utility shall notify the RES. 

 

Section 412.220  Deposits 

 

A RES shall not require a customer deposit if the RES is selling the receivables for power and 

energy for that customer to the electric utility pursuant to Section 16-118(c) of the Act. 

 

Section 412.230  Early Termination of Sales Contract 

 

Any contract between a RES and a customer that contains an early termination fee shall disclose 

the amount of the early termination fee or the formula used to calculate the termination fee, 

provided that any early termination fee or penalty shall not exceed $50 total regardless of 

whether or not the contract is a multiyear contract. Any contract containing an early termination 

fee shall provide the customer the opportunity to contact the RES to terminate the contract 

without any termination fee or penalty within 10 business days after the date of the first bill 

issued to the customer for products or services provided by the RES. A customer relying on this 

provision to avoid an early termination fee shall be precluded from relying upon this provision 

for 12 months following the date the customer terminated his or her sales contract.  The contract 

shall disclose the opportunity and provide a toll-free phone number that the customer may call in 

order to terminate the contract.  This requirement does not relieve the customer of obligations to 

pay for services rendered under the contract until service is terminated. 
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Section 412.240  Contract Renewal 

 

a) Non-Automatic Renewal. The RES shall clearly disclose any renewal terms in its 

contracts, including any cancellation procedure.  For contracts with an initial term 

of six months or more, the RES shall send a notice of contract expiration separate 

from the bill at least 30 days prior to the date of contract expiration but no more 

than 60 days in advance of expiration. Nothing in this Section shall preclude a 

RES from offering a new contract to the customer at any other time during the 

contract period. If the customer enters into a new contract prior to the end of the 

contract expiration notice period, the notice of contract expiration under this 

Section is not required. The separate written notice of contract expiration shall 

include: 

 

1) A statement printed or visible from the outside of the envelope or in the 

subject line of the e-mail (if customer has agreed to receive official 

documents by e-mail) that states "Contract Expiration Notice"; 

 

2) The anticipated bill cycle in which the existing contract will expire;   

 

3) A full description of the renewal offer, including the date service would 

begin under the new offer, if a renewal offer was provided; and 

 

4) A statement, in at least 12 point font, that the customer must provide 

affirmative consent to accept the renewal offer, that establishing service 

with another RES can take up to 45 days, and that failure to renew the 

existing contract or switch to another RES may result in the customer 

being reverted to the electric utility default service. The statement shall 

provide the length of the electric utility tariff minimum stay period, if 

applicable. 

 

b) Automatic Renewal. In addition to complying with the Illinois Automatic 

Renewal Act [815 ILCS 601], the RES shall clearly disclose any renewal terms in 

its contracts, including any cancellation procedure. For contracts with an initial 

term of six months or more, and where such contract automatically renews for a 

specified term of more than one month the RES shall send a notice of contract 

renewal separately from the bill at least 30 days prior to the end of the initial 

contract term but no more than 60 days in advance of that date. Nothing in this 

Section shall preclude a RES from offering a new contract to the customer at any 

other time during the contract period. If the customer enters into a new contract 

prior to the end of the contract expiration notice period, the notice of contract 
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expiration under this Section is not required. The separate written notice of 

contract renewal shall include: 

 

1) A statement printed or visible from the outside of the envelope or in the 

subject line of the e-mail (if customer has agreed to receive official 

documents by e-mail) that states "Contract Renewal Notice"; 

 

2) The bill cycle in which service under the new term will begin; 

 

3) A statement in bold lettering, in at least 12 point font, that the contract will 

automatically renew unless the customer cancels it, including the 

information needed to cancel; 

 

4) If the new contract term includes a termination fee, a statement that the 

customer has from the date of the contract renewal notice through the end 

of the existing contract term to notify the RES of his or her rejection of the 

new contract term to avoid incurring a termination fee under the new 

contract term; 

 

5) A clear disclosure, of the contract terms, including a full description of 

any renewal offers available to the customer; and 

 

Section 412.250  Assignment 

 

If a RES is surrendering or otherwise cancelling its certificate of service authority or is no longer 

seeking to serve certain customers, the RES shall not assign the contract to a different RES 

unless: 

 

a) The new supplier is a RES; 

 

b) The new RES is in compliance with all applicable requirements of the 

Commission and the electric utility to provide electric service; 

 

c) The rates, terms and conditions of the contract being assigned do not change 

during the remainder of the time period covered by the contract provided; 

however, the assigned contract may be modified during the term of the contract if 

the new RES and the retail customer mutually agree to the changes or revisions of 

the contract after assignment of the contract; 

 

d) The customer is given 15 calendar days prior written notice of the assignment by 

the current RES; and 
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e) Within 30 days after the assignment, the new RES provides the customer with a 

toll-free phone number for billing questions, disputes and complaints.  

SUBPART D:  DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND CUSTOMER COMPLAINT REPORTS 

 

Section 412.300  Application of Subpart D 

 

The provisions of this Subpart shall only apply to RESs serving or seeking to serve residential or 

small commercial retail customers and only to the extent the RESs provide services to residential 

or small commercial retail customers. In addition, Sections 412.320(c)(1)(B) and 

412.320(c)(1)(E) shall apply to electric utilities. 

 

Section 412.310  Required RES Information 

 

a) Prior to the RES initiating marketing to residential and small commercial retail 

customers, the RES shall provide the following to the Commission's Consumer 

Services Division (CSD): 

 

1) A copy of its bill formats (if it bills customers directly rather than using 

electric utility consolidated billing); 

 

2) Standard customer contract; 

 

3) Customer complaint and resolution procedures; and 

 

4) The name, telephone number and e-mail address of the company 

representative whom Commission employees may contact to resolve 

customer complaints and other matters. 

 

b) The RES must file updated information within 10 business days after changes in 

any of the documents or information required to be filed by this Section. 

 

c) If the RES has declared force majeure within the past ten years on any contracts 

to deliver power and energy services, the RES shall provide notice to the 

Commission Staff prior to marketing to residential and small commercial retail 

customers. 

 

Section 412.320  Dispute Resolution 

 

a) A residential or small commercial retail customer has the right to make a formal 

or informal complaint to the Commission, and a RES contract cannot impair this 
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right. A RES shall not require a residential or small commercial retail customer, 

as part of the terms of service, to engage in alternative dispute resolution, 

including requiring complaints to be submitted to arbitration or mediation by third 

parties. 

 

b) A customer or applicant for power and energy service may submit a complaint by 

U.S. mail, facsimile transmission, by e-mail or telephone to a RES. The RES shall 

promptly investigate and advise the complainant of the results within 14 calendar 

days. If the RES responds to the customer's complaint verbally, the RES shall 

inform the customer of the ability to request and obtain the RES's response in 

writing. A customer who is dissatisfied with the RES's response shall be informed 

of the right to file a complaint with the Commission and the Office of the Illinois 

Attorney General. 

 

c) Complaints to the Commission 

 

1) Informal Complaints  

 

A) If a complainant is dissatisfied with the results of a RES's 

complaint investigation, the RES shall inform the complainant of 

his/her ability to file a complaint with the Commission's Consumer 

Services Division (“CSD”) and provide contact information for the 

CSD. Complaints may be filed with the CSD by phone, via the 

internet, by fax, or by mail. Information required to process a 

customer complaint includes: 

 

i) The customer's name, mailing and service addresses, and 

telephone number; 

 

ii) The name of the RES; 

 

iii) The customer's electric utility and RES account numbers; 

 

iv) An explanation of the facts relevant to the complaint; 

 

v) The complainant's requested resolution; and 

 

vi) Any documentation that supports the complaint, including 

copies of bills or terms of service documents. 
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B) The Commission’s CSD may resolve a complaint via phone by 

completing a three-way call between the customer, the CSD staff, 

and the RES. If no resolution is reached by phone and a dispute 

remains, an informal complaint may be sent to the RES. In the case 

of the electric utility purchasing the RES's receivables or utility 

consolidated billing, the RES shall notify the electric utility of any 

informal complaint received and the electric utility shall follow the 

procedures outlined in its billing service agreement with the RES 

to withhold collection activity on disputed RES charges on the 

customer's bill. 

 

C) The RES shall investigate all informal complaints and advise the 

CSD in writing of the results of the investigation within 14 days 

after the complaint is forwarded to the RES. 

 

D) The CSD shall review the complaint information and the RES's 

response and notify the complainant of the results of the 

Commission's investigation. 

 

E) While an informal complaint process is pending: 

 

i) The RES (or the electric utility in the case of the electric 

utility having purchased the RES's receivables) shall not 

initiate collection activities for any disputed portion of the 

bill until the Commission Staff has taken final action on the 

complaint; and 

 

ii) A customer shall be obligated to pay any undisputed 

portion of the bill and the RES (or the electric utility in the 

case of the electric utility purchasing the RES's receivables 

or the utility presenting the RES's charges on a 

consolidated bill) may pursue collection activity for 

nonpayment of the undisputed portion after appropriate 

notice. 

 

F) The RES shall keep a record for two years after closure by the 

CSD of all informal complaints. This record shall show the name 

and address of the complainant, the date and nature and adjustment 

or disposition of the complaint.  
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2) Formal Complaints. If the complainant is not satisfied with the results of 

the informal complaint process, the complainant may file a formal 

complaint with the Commission pursuant to Section 10-101 of the Act. 

 

3) Disclosure of RESs’ level of customer complaints. The Commission shall, 

on at least a quarterly basis, prepare summaries of all formal and informal 

complaints received by it and publish such summaries on its web site. The 

summaries shall be in an easy-to-read and user friendly format. 
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